CALL FOR PROPOSALS:
AUGUST 24 — SEPTEMBER 21

EVENT: NOVEMBER 13 | LSC | 9:30 A.M.-6:00 P.M.

Showcase your research, entrepreneurship or artistry with more than 300 graduate students during an all-day interdisciplinary conference.

WHY PARTICIPATE?
• Sharpen your communication skills in an engaging interdisciplinary environment
• Expand your network - connect with students and faculty from a variety of disciplines
• Be inspired by fellow graduate students
• Compete for 15K+ in cash prizes
• Gain experience for career development and future national conferences
• Top presenters advance to the Vice President for Research Three Minute Challenge and become VPR Fellows

HOW CAN I PREPARE?
• Visit the Questions link at gradshow.colostate.edu
• Follow the guide for submitting a Visual/Performing Arts, Research or Entrepreneurship proposal
• Submit a proposal early - you have until November 13 to develop your presentation
• Proposals for previously presented works are accepted and any stage of your research may be presented
• Meet with your advisor to get feedback on your submission
• Submit questions to GradShow@colostate.edu

Submit proposals to: gradshow.colostate.edu
Early submission is advised - a limited number of proposals are accepted.